
Web-based Physician Rounding
MEDITECH’s Mobile Rounding solution offers access to real-time patient information from smartphone 
and tablet devices so that physicians can direct care from any location, in or outside of hospital walls.

The secure, web-based Physician Rounding tool intuitively formats to fit the dimensions of smartphones 
or tablets. Mobile Rounding is device agnostic and works with a number of web-enabled mobile devices, 
such as iPhone® and Android™. This solution is completely secure--a registered URL is enforced with an 
SSL certificate and no patient data is stored on the devices. Users can:

Review daily results for vital signs, intake and output, labs, microbiology and report data, including 
color-coded abnormal results, and graph and trend those results. Any embedded images will display 
within Microbiology results and scanned images will be viewable under the Reports panel.

eSign Capabilities for Orders, Notes and Documents (including scanned images).

Review a Patient Summary panel, which enables the physician to view the patient’s problem list, 
height, weight, resuscitation status, advance directives, and allergies. Allergies are viewable from the 
Summary Panel and also from the (i) icon in the patient header, along with the type, severity, and 
reaction.

Navigate documentation with ease. A listing of reports and notes will display to the left of the 
window with the body of a selected report or image displaying on the right. In addition to the 
availability of scanned images on the Reports panel, any embedded images will display on Microbiology 
reports and results.
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Code on the go with access to Evaluation and Management capabilities.

Search for patients who are not on the Rounds Lists by name, account number, or specific location 
and add them to your list. Providers can also use various other coverage options (ie. by provider or 
facility and location), all of which update the Physician Desktop in realtime.

A more mobile future
The growing popularity of tablet devices is opening a world of possibilities for information technology 
companies. We have entered a new era in mobile healthcare computing. Stay tuned for more 
announcements from MEDITECH.
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